THE MICROPHONE KAHAYAN 4K7 IS INSPIRED BY THE LEGENDARY U47.

After many years of restoration and repair of many U47’s, he had the idea of making the Pablo Kahayan microphone taking the best from each of the mics that have passed through his hands. Thus was born the Kahayan 4K7, some of its features are: extremely linear frequency, sharp bass, treble and middle silky grainy and clean. It is an ideal microphone to pick up sounds that have a large midrange component and bass. Extremely musical. Its excellent dynamic can pick up the smallest details of the sound. Its quality is superior to many similar character-istics microphones on the market with higher prices.

The components used are of high quality and many of these components have been manufactured to unique specifica- tions developed exclusively for this mic. Like all Kahayan products, this microphone has been mounted completely handmade.

Includes: Microphone, Cables, Locking Case Power Supply Stabilized, Shock Mount, Wooden Box.